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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

1. State Parties
The Nominated Property is made of fifteen component
parts and involves three countries:
•

Italy (IT)

•

Croatia (HR)

•

Montenegro (MNE)

•

Municipality of Kotor;

•

Municipality of Ulcinj.

3. Name of Property
The Venetian Works of Defence between 15th and 17th
centuries

2. State, Province or Region

4. Area and geographical coordinates
of the property

2.1 Italy
The Nominated Property involves three Italian regions,
and four municipalities:

The total area of the nominated property is 420,91 ha.
The total area of the buffer zones selected is 72005,64
ha.

•

Region: Lombardia, Municipality of Bergamo;

•

Region: Veneto, Municipality of Peschiera del
Garda and Municipality of Venice;

Coordinates of the central point of the whole nominated property: 14°25’33” E, 43°57’8” N

•

Region: Friuli Venezia Giulia, Municipality of Palmanova.

The following tables illustrate the Id for each of the
eleven component parts, as well the localization and
area.
Please note:

2.2 Croatia
The Nominated Property involves four Croatian regions
(Counties).
Counties administrative subdivisions are cities and municipalities. All component parts are included in cities.
•

Region: Zadar County, City of Zadar;

•

Region: Šibenik-Knin County,

•

Region: Split-Dalmatia County, City of Hvar;

•

Region: Dubrovnik-Neretva County, City of
Korčula.

2.3 Montenegro
The Nominated Property involves three municipalities
of Montenegro:
•

Municipality of Herceg Novi;
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•

The geographical coordinates mark the center
point of each component part of Property.

•

Data request in section 1.f of the Operational
Guidelines (area of the single component parts)
are already included in the following tables of
present chapter 1.d.

4.1 Italy
Name of the component
part

Region

IT-01

Fortified city of Bergamo

Lombardia

IT-02

Fortified city of Peschiera
del Garda

Veneto

IT-03a

Arsenale, Venezia

Veneto

IT-03b

Fort of Sant’Andrea,
Venezia

Veneto

IT-03c

Poveglia Octagon, Venezia

Veneto

IT-03d

Alberoni Octagon, Venezia

Veneto

IT-04

City Fortress of Palmanova

Friuli
Venezia
Giulia

Id n°

Coordinates of the
central point of
component part
E 9°39’49”
N 45°42’12”
E 10°41’39”
N 45°26’20”
E 12°21’12”
N 45°26’09”
E 12°22’52”
N 45°26’05”
E 12°19’53”
N 45°22’59”
E 12°18’25”
N 45°20’52”
E 13°18’35”
N 45°54’22”

* Buffer zone shared by the four components of the Defensive System of City of Venezia.
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Area of
nominated
component
part

Area of the
buffer zone

119,61 ha

446,07 ha

36,67 ha

143,85 ha

31,69 ha

70148,32 ha*

3,06 ha

70148,32 ha*

0,27 ha

70148,32 ha*

0,25 ha

70148,32 ha*

193,73 ha

296,27 ha

Map n°

6.2.1
6.2.2
6.2.3
6.2.4
6.2.5
6.2.9
6.2.6
6.2.9
6.2.7
6.2.9
6.2.8
6.2.9
6.2.10
6.2.11
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4.2 Croatia
Name of the component
part

County

HR-01

Defensive System of Zadar

Zadar County

HR-02

Fort of St. Nikola, Šibenik

Šibenik-Knin
County

HR-03a

Fortica Fortress, Hvar

Split-Dalmatia
County

HR-03b

Arsenal with built quay of
port, Hvar

Split-Dalmatia
County

HR-04

Fortified city of Korčula

DubrovnikNeretva County

Id n°

Coordinates of the
central point of
component part
E 15°13’31”
N 44°06’55”
E 15°51’20”
N 43°43’15”
E 16°26’33”
N 43°10’27”
E 16°26’27”
N 43°10’18”

E 17°08’09”
N 42°57’43”

Area of
nominated
component
part

Area of the
buffer zone

11,19 ha

240,45 ha

0,85 ha

523,79 ha

1,44 ha

36,52 ha**

1,37 ha

36,52 ha**

3,86 ha

59,24 ha

Area of
nominated
component
part

Area of the
buffer zone

0,07 ha

5,68 ha

16,32 ha

99,19 ha

0,54 ha

6,26 ha

Map n°

6.2.12
6.2.13
6.2.14
6.2.15
6.2.16
6.2.18
6.2.17
6.2.18

6.2.19
6.2.20

** Buffer zone shared by the two components of the Defensive System of Hvar

4.3 Montenegro

Id n°

Name of the component
part

Municipality

MNE-01

Forte Mare, Herceg Novi

Herceg Novi

MNE-02

Fortified city of Kotor

Kotor

MNE-03

Fortified city of Ulcinj

Ulcinj

Coordinates of the
central point of
component part
E 18°32’09”
N 42°27’00”
E 18°46’19”
N 42°25’25”
E 19°12’05”
N 41°55’29”
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Map n°

6.2.21
6.2.22
6.2.23
6.2.24
6.2.25
6.2.26

5. Textual description of the
boundaries of the nominated property
5.1 Italy
Component IT-01 - Fortified city of Bergamo
Nominated component part
The perimeter includes the venetian fortified system in
its complexity of internal (bastioned walls) and external
(Forte di San Vigilio and Forte di San Domenico)
elements, as well as the urban area confined by the
defence line (Cittadella, Rocca). In addition, the area
fully includes the urban fabric perimeter bordered
by the perimeter walls “Upper City”, due to the
widespread presence of buildings for military life
(powder magazines, stores), and buildings related to
the role that the capital city Venice gave Bergamo as its
representative city, in the framework of the territorial
defence logic sustained by the Serenissima.
As a consequence, the nominated property includes
the spaces along the walls, for example the moat
running along almost the entire perimeter, the level
ground to the N-E, the connecting “corridor” between
the fortified city and the external San Vigilio Fort – the
linking “Covered Road”, the natural offshoot to the
south including the Fort of San Domenico.
The whole area is protected by direct landscape
restriction: the restriction called “Fascia attorno alle
mura venete” (Buffer around the Venetian walls) fully
protects the urban area included within the walls,
while the landscape restriction “Zona Bastia San Vigilio”
(Area Bastia San Vigilio; Ministerial Decree 1956, art . 2)
protects the N-W offshoot which includes the Fort of
San Vigilio. Additionally, the monumental restriction
pursuant to Legislative Decree 42/2004 insists on the
wall perimeter. The whole area is identified by the
General Town Plan as zone A, maximum protection.
Inside the urban fabric the main buildings with related
outbuildings and interior gardens are protected by
monumental restriction pursuant to Article 10 of
Legislative Decree 42/2004.
Buffer zone
The reasons underpinning the perimeter of the buffer
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zone depend on the will to ensure a regime of physical
and visual protection of the fortified city which, thanks
to its prominent position, is a highly important visual
reference in the territory.
For this purpose, the perimeter of the buffer zone insists
almost entirely on the landscape restriction defined
by visual cones, effective since 1957 and recently
implemented by the Cultural and Landscape Property
Code (Code, Legislative Decree 42/2004, Article 136).
With no “scenic Cones” in NW sector, the buffer zone
is set on the landscape restriction area “Zona Bastia
San Vigilio” (Code, Legislative Decree 42/2004, Article
136); southward it widens to include the zone F “Nullo
- S. Alessandro” protected by landscape restriction
(Legislative Decree 42/2004, Article 136); in NE sector,
the areas protected by panoramic cones have been
connected to one another by including urban areas
subjected to environmental constraints and landscape
restriction (Zone D - Villages Pignolo, S. Tomaso).

Component IT-02 - Fortified city of Peschiera del
Garda
Nominated component part
The area includes the entire inhabited centre inside
the bastioned pentagon built by the Venetians. In this
sense, the historical iconography is clear as it faithfully
shows the perimeter of the nominated property.
Moreover, the water elements (Canale di Mezzo, Mincio
ramification) have been included as they strongly
connote the site from the geo-morphological point of
view, as well as their navigability as early as Venetian
times. Plotted this way, the nominated property
includes the entire urban fabric bordered by rampart
walls which together with water works and military
have strongly characterized the urban design.
Consequently, the perimeter of the nominated
property follows the path of the spaces closely related
to the fortified walls, in particular: South-West it is set
on the outer bank of the moat including the external
works of defense (rampart); North-West it continues
encompassing the area of the historic port system
already portrayed in Venetian drawings; North-East
it follows the outer shore of the moat tangent to the
walls, and continues westward to include the aquatic
derivation area of the River Mincio.
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The entire area is protected by a variety of tools: the
fascia on the walls and the relevant areas has been
put under monumental protection in compliance with
Legislative Decree 42/2004: the internal urban fabric
is classified Zone A of maximum protection by the
General Town Plan. While the water elements come
under the “Mincio Park” protection area
Buffer zone
The reasons underpinning the choice of the buffer
zone perimeter depend on the will to ensure a regime
of physical and visual protection of the walled city from
both the mainland and Lake Garda.
The area of the buffer zone towards the land insists on
a landscape protection regulation regarding the areas
developed to 150 metres from the banks of the Mincio
River (south-east), on the “Buffer zone of the roads and
cemetery” of the flyover from the bypass of which you
can still see the profile of the bastions (south), on the
landscape protection regulation regarding the areas
developed 300 metres from the banks of Lake Garda
(east and west sectors). Towards the lake (north side),
the perimeter of the buffer zone ends where the
extreme points of visibility of the fortress, identified on
the eastern and western banks of the Lake, meet.

Decree 42/2004).
Component IT-03b - Fort of Sant’Andrea
From NE to SW the perimeter insists on the profile wall
of the building; in the remaining sections it is set on the
shore connection moat.
The area included in the perimeter is protected as
an “area of great public interest” (Legislative Decree
42/2004) and is subject to environmental constraints
(thanks to the presence of SCI and SPZ belonging to the
NATURA 2000 site no. IT3250046 “Venetian Lagoon”).
Component IT-03c - Poveglia Octagon
The perimeter of the area is set on the outer edge of
the fortified islet. The area is subject to monumental
restriction (Legislative Decree 42/2004) and is protected
by environmental protections (SPZ “Venetian Lagoon”).
Component IT-03d - Alberoni Octagon
The perimeter of the area is set on the outer edge of
the fortified islet. The area is subject to monumental
restriction (Legislative Decree 42/2004) and is protected
by environmental protections (SPZ “Venetian Lagoon”).
Buffer zone

Defensive System of City of Venezia
Nominated component part
It consists of four components identified within the
broader defensive system of the Venice Lagoon for
their strong representation, typological connotation
and state of conservation.

Component IT-03a - Arsenale
The perimeter insists on the outer edges of the building
complex, reaching the profile walls of buildings
constructed or significantly reshaped between the 15th
and 16th century, also including the channel connecting
the lagoon.
The area included in the Nominated property is fully
protected by monumental restriction (Legislative
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The perimeter of the buffer zone fully includes Venice
lagoon, and coincides with the Core Zone of the
UNESCO site “Venice and its lagoon”, listed in the WHL
in 1987 for the six world heritage criteria. The entire
buffer zone is interested by the landscape restriction
pursuant the Ministerial Decree of 1st August 1985
(Declaration of considerable public interest regarding
the ecosystem of the Venice Lagoon). The entire lagoon
area is also covered by the landscape-environmental
protection regime (Legislative Decree nr 42, 22nd
January 2004), which guarantees protection within
the territory and has direct influence in protecting the
elements in this component.

Component IT-04 - City Fortress of Palmanova
Nominated component part
The perimeter lies along the French fortified wall which

represents the functional and physical continuation of
the two Venetian circles. In this way, the surface area of
the inscribed zone coincides with the limits of the area
subject to direct monumental obligations in compliance
with Ministerial Decree 13/05/1961. The three fortified
walls, the military works and the main civil buildings of
the city are under direct monumental restriction, while
almost the entirety of the architectural heritage within
the city is subjected to indirect monumental restriction.
Furthermore, the entire urban area is identified by the
General Urban Plan as zone A of full protection.
Buffer zone
The perimeter lies within the protected area identified
by the General Urban Plan as “Agricultural Area” subject
to environmental protection which identifies a wide
buffer zone around the French walls. Regulations are
therefore already rather restrictive in reference to new
buildings. The areas not covered by this protection
– coinciding with the extra-moenia new expansion
sectors – have been gathered within the protected
area through segments that intersect the three main
roads connecting the city-fortress and the surrounding
countryside, exceeding the point of limit of vision of
the city gates.

5.2 Croatia

Venetian Republic as an external additional defence
work, in the extra urban area facing the walls (SE). The
boundary follows the outer contour of the building
complex. The fort is protected by environmental
constraints and landscape characteristics of
incorporating in it the urban park.
Buffer zone
The buffer zone includes the entire Zadar peninsula,
which is largely protected by the current law as
“Zone A” of maximum protection. To the west, the
perimeter follows the coast including the corridor of
water occupied by the port and which separates the
coast from the peninsula. On the opposite side, the
perimeter includes a large stretch of the Adriatic Sea.
The perimeter of the buffer zone lays on the perimeter
of the area identified by protection laws as “Zone B”.

Component HR-02 - Fort of St. Nikola, Šibenik -Knin
County
Nominated component part
The perimeter insists on the profile wall of the fort. On
the South-East side it also incorporates the only piece
of land not covered by the building, once used for the
manoeuvre of artillery.
The whole area of the fort is protected by the laws of
national protection.

Component HR-01 - Defensive System of Zadar
Nominated component part

Buffer zone

The boundary consists of two main structures identified
within extensive defence system of the city for their
strong representativity, their typological connotation
and their state of conservation.

The area chosen as buffer zone has been selected within
the ‘Kanal Luka’ area, categorized as” Protected Areas Category V “in the IUCN classification, characterized by
a “Significant Importance”.

The area identifies the segment of bastioned walls
facing the port with orientation NW-SE and the
segment of walls facing the mainland with orientation
SW-NE. In the first sector, the perimeter is set on the
profile of the ramparts and the curtains of connection;
in the second is including artificial inlet called ‘Fossa’.
The sectors identified fall within the national protection
system “Zone B”.

In particular, starting from the west side, and running
clockwise, the boundary follows the protected area
and then settle on the morphology before descending
on the east coast of the peninsula. Then the buffer zone
border follows the coast to the strait, goes through it,
goes along the east side of the southern peninsula
back to the West following the boundary described
by the “Significant Importance” area, then it close the
buffer zone on the west side of the canal.

The perimeter follows outwards of the city in the area
identifies the total area taken from the Fort built by the
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On the coastal sides, a buffer of 300 m has been included
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as considered in the protection plans available for the
area.

Defensive System of Hvar
Nominated component part

Buffer zone
The perimeter of the buffer zone is modeled on the
area already identified as “Area B” in national protective
measures.

Component HR-04 - Fortified city of Korčula

The component consists of two elements identified
within the port city for their strong representativity,
typological connotation and state of conservation.
Component HR-03a - Fortica Fortress
It is the area of the fort, which was built in stages by
the Serenissima and is strongly characterized by the
military architecture alla moderna. The large natural
area northward of the fort, and, on the opposite side,
the terraced slope that leads to the city center are part
of the fortress complex, and thus of the nominated
property. Consequently, north and south the perimeter
follows the physical limits imposed by streets, and
on the east and west of the fortress it stands on the
medieval city walls built by the Venetians.
Component HR-03b - Arsenal with built quay of
port
The perimeter identifies the arsenal and its grounds,
functionally connected to the building: the dock in
front (“Mandracchio”), the pier (“Riva Venetian”) for
mooring, the adjacent warehouse (“Fontego”).
In addition, because of the close physical relationship
and of the role historically played, the area includes
the main square, with civil and religious fulcra built
in the Venetian age, when they carried out the most
important administrative functions.
Both areas fall within the perimeter of zone A of
maximum protection.

Nominated component part
The area identifies the fortified system and includes
the entire urban fabric bordered by the city walls.
Consequently, the perimeter of the nominated property
follows the profile of the walls and their outbuildings,
by fully including the city centre characterized by
the peculiar urban design conceived by the Venetian
Republic in the first phase of domination and two
centuries later validated by the same engineers of the
Republic of Venice.
The whole area is recognized as “Zone A” by the
instruments of national protection.
Buffer zone
It expands the zone of the protection surrounding
the historic city, (year and decision on the protection
of the old city in line with the Law on the Protection
of Republic of Croatia’s Immovable Properties) to the
entire area that can be seen from it. The area and relief
of the buffer zone guarantee both the physical and
visual preservation of the fortified-urban complex
which represents an exceptional value with its
prominent location on the seashore and connection
with the landscape

5.3 Montenegro
Component MNE-01 - Forte Mare, Herceg Novi
Nominated component part
Selected property of Herceg Novi is the Forte Mare, in
particular it retraces the entire perimeter of the fort
from sea level up to the highest top entry, climbing up
the rocky slope on which the fort stands. Its protection
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is defined by Article 1 of the Law on Protection of
Cultural Monuments and Natural Rarities. Forte Mare is
included also into the Register of Immovable cultural
Monuments.
Buffer zone
The buffer zone includes the whole walled city,
protected as cultural property and included on the
Register of Cultural Monuments of the People’s
Republic of Montenegro.
Buffer zone also includes a small urban section on
the south-west side of the walled city (see map on
chapter 5.b.2.9). This area is classified as “protected
surroundings” by the Protection of Cultural Property
Act, which defines it as a space around an immovable
cultural property which is of direct importance for its
existence, protection, usage, appearance, preservation
and exploration, as well as for its historical context,
traditional environment and visual accessibility. It
represents a visual shield of cultural property and it has
the same level of protection as the cultural property.

Component MNE-02 - Fortified city of Kotor
Nominated component part
The walled city of Kotor, corresponding to the historic
centre, is selected as nominated property. The
perimeter goes through the defensive wall above sea
level, it is on the river side Skurda, both towards the
sea, then climbing on the impending mountain behind
him, moving from platform to platform and reaching
the highest point of control: Castle of San Giovanni.
Article 1 of the Law on Protection of Cultural
Monuments and Natural Rarities, Institute for Protection
of Monuments of Culture issued a Decision No. 116 of
02.23.1949, by which the town of Kotor in the walls,
and the city walls are placed under state protection.
Buffer zone
The buffer zone selected, includes, running from west
clockwise:
• the whole coastal area between sea and
selected component;
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• across the Skurda river, the buffer zone includes
the Park Sloboda and runs eastward along the
channel, towards the mountain, following the
small river until it crosses the municipal border.
• Following southward the aforementioned
border, the buffer zone border crosses a natural
split, and runs westward until it reaches the
southern part of Kotor town
• Here the buffer includes a small part of Kotor
town and the ancient roman settlement, in
order to reach the coastline again.
The buffer zone is a protected surrounding to the old
town, which is addressed with the existing planning
documents, the Urban Plan (UP) of the Old Town, the
Detailed Urban Plan (DUP) of Dobrota, the Detailed
Urban Plan (DUP) of Škaljari, the State Location Study
(SLS) for the Sector 15 - Dobrota and the State Location
Study (SLS) for the Sector 16-Škaljari in a manner that
preserves the integrity of cultural property. All planning
documents are mainly based on the previous protection
strategies, i.e. the Study of cultural property protection
and the Management plan of the Old Town of Kotor.
For the purpose of developing a spatial urban plan of
Kotor, which includes the protected surrounding as a
whole, the Study of Protection of Cultural Property for
the Spatial Urban Plan of Kotor was developed, which
has to be implemented consistently through the plans,
and which ensures integrity.
Component MNE-03 - Fortified city of Ulcinj
Nominated component part
The area selected as nominated component includes
the Venetian elements that are mainly visible in the
cittadella, on the norther area of the walled city. The
perimeter of the area corresponds to the fortified
walls that protect the north side and west part of
the area, and also to the boundaries of the museum
area, including the custom, the church, the tower, the
archaeological area, the Bolani’s wall, the episcopal
palace. The whole area is declared a protected cultural
monument of exceptional features (I category)
Buffer zone
The buffer zone includes the whole town of Ulcinj, which
on the basis of national legislation in Montenegro,
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is declared a protected cultural monument of
exceptional features (I category) and that the status has
been granted since 1961, i.e. from the beginning of the
process of registering of protected cultural monuments
in Montenegro.
It also includes the area around the old town (western
cliffs, southern pier, western esplanade, eastern wooded
side) already included in the “protected surrounding of
Old Town of Ulcinj”. As the “protected surrounding” has
the same legal treatment as the “cultural property”, it
is actually subject to jurisdiction of the Directorate for
Protection of Cultural Properties and measures and
regimes it stipulates (Law on Protection of Cultural
Properties). This area will also be partly covered by the
Spatial Urban Plan Coastal Zone, as well as the Study
of protection for the purpose of the Spatial Urban Plan
Coastal Zone.

6. Maps and plans, showing the
boundaries of the nominated property
and buffer zone
The components of The Venetian Works of Defence between 15th and 17th centuries are situated in the three
European countries of Italy, Croatia and Montenegro.
Maps from 1.e.1.1 to 1.e.1.5 give an overview of the
localization of the property in a wider context (Europe
and single nations).
The boundaries of the nominated property and buffer
zone can be found on figures from 1.e.2.1 onward.

6.1.
Localization and identification of the
Property
6.1.1
6.1.2
6.1.3
6.1.4
6.1.5

6.2.
Boundaries of the nominated property and buffer zone
Italy
6.2.1
IT-01 - Fortified city of Bergamo
6.2.2
IT-01 - Fortified city of Bergamo (Buffer zone)
6.2.3
IT-02 - Fortified city of Peschiera del Garda
6.2.4
IT-02 - Fortified city of Peschiera del Garda
(Buffer zone)
6.2.5
IT-03a - Arsenale, Venezia
6.2.6
IT-03b - Fort of St Andrea, Venezia
6.2.7
IT-03c - Poveglia Octagon, Venezia
6.2.8
IT-03d - Alberoni Octagon, Venezia
6.2.9
Defensive System of City of Venezia(Buffer
zone)
6.2.10 IT-04 - City Fortress of Palmanova
6.2.11 IT-04 - City Fortress of Palmanova (Buffer zone)
Croatia
6.2.12. HR-01 - Defensive System of Zadar
6.2.13 HR-01 - Defensive System of Zadar (Buffer
zone)
6.2.14 HR-02 - Fort of St. Nikola, Sibenik-Knin
County
6.2.15
HR-02 - Fort of St. Nikola, Sibenik-Knin
County (Buffer zone)
6.2.16 HR-03a - Fortica Fortress, Hvar
6.2.17 HR-03b - Arsenal with built quay of port,
Hvar
6..2.18 Defensive System of Hvar (Buffer zone)
6.2.19 HR-04 - Fortified city of Korčula
6.2.20 HR-04 - Fortified city of Korčula (Buffer zone)
Montenegro

Localization of the Site
Identification of the whole Property
Italian components
Croatian components
Montenegrin components

6.2.21
6.2.22
zone)
6.2.23
6.2.24
6.2.25
6.2.26
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MNE-01 - Forte Mare, Herceg Novi
MNE-01 - Forte Mare, Herceg Novi (Buffer
MNE-02 - Fortified city of Kotor
MNE-02 - Fortified city of Kotor (Buffer zone)
MNE-03 - Fortified city of Ulcinj
MNE-03 - Fortified city of Ulcinj (Buffer zone)

6.1.

Localization and identification of the Property

6.1.1

Localization of the Site
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6.1.2

Identification of the whole Property
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6.1.3

Italian components
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6.1.4

Croatian components
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6.1.5

Montenegrin components
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6.2.

Boundaries of the nominated property and buffer zone

6.2.1

IT-01 - Fortified city of Bergamo
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6.2.2

IT-01 - Fortified city of Bergamo (Buffer zone)
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6.2.3

IT-02 - Fortified city of Peschiera del Garda
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6.2.4

IT-02 - Fortified city of Peschiera del Garda (Buffer zone)
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6.2.5

IT-03a - Arsenale,Venezia
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6.2.6

IT-03b - Fort of St Andrea, Venezia
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6.2.7

IT-03c - Poveglia Octagon, Venezia

26

6.2.8

IT-03d - Alberoni Octagon, Venezia
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6.2.9

Defensive System of City of Venezia(Buffer zone)
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29
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6.2.10

IT-04 - City Fortress of Palmanova
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6.2.11

IT-04 - City Fortress of Palmanova (Buffer zone)
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6.2.12

HR-01 - Defensive System of Zadar
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6.2.13

HR-01 - Defensive System of Zadar (Buffer zone)
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6.2.14

HR-02 - Fort of St. Nikola, Sibenik-Knin County

34

6.2.15

HR-02 - Fort of St. Nikola, Sibenik-Knin County (Buffer zone)
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6.2.16

HR-03a - Fortica Fortress, Hvar
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6.2.17

HR-03b - Arsenal with built quay of port, Hvar

37
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6.2.18

Defensive System of Hvar (Buffer zone)
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6.2.19

HR-04 - Fortified city of Korčula

40

6.2.20

HR-04 - Fortified city of Korčula (Buffer zone)
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6.2.21

MNE-01 - Forte Mare, Herceg Novi
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6.2.22

MNE-01 - Forte Mare, Herceg Novi (Buffer zone)
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6.2.23

MNE-02 - Fortified city of Kotor
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6.2.24

MNE-02 - Fortified city of Kotor (Buffer zone)
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6.2.25

MNE-03 - Fortified city of Ulcinj
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6.2.26

MNE-03 - Fortified city of Ulcinj (Buffer zone)
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7. Criteria under which property is
nominated

range that bears witness to the exceptional quality of
alla moderna Venetian military architecture.

Criterion ii - “exhibit an important interchange of
human values, over a span of time or within a cultural
area of the world, on developments in architecture
or technology, monumental arts, town-planning or
landscape design”

An extraordinary heritage of architectural and urban
testimonies, of documentary sources variably linked
to the defence works and deeply rooted in the cultural
of the various places, identifies the links in a fully
recognisable chain that closely links Italy, Croatia and
Montenegro.

Criterion iii - “bear a unique or at least exceptional
testimony to a cultural tradition or to a civilization
which is living or which has disappeared”

b) Justification for Criteria

Criterion iv -”be an outstanding example of a type of
building, architectural or technological ensemble or
landscape which illustrates (a) significant stage(s) in
human history”

8. Draft Statement of Outstanding
Universal Value
a) Brief synthesis
Venetian works of defence built between the 15th and
17th centuries are an exceptional fortified systems
of European dimension. The modern operation
of reconstructing defence hubs is the result of an
innovative project that is able to join the technical
expertise of the specialists with the management
capacity of the Serenissima; through the best specialists
in ars fortificatoria and avant-garde bureaucratic
apparatus, the Republic of Venice carries out a unitary
project that, focussed on alla moderna military
architecture, redesigns the social, economic and
political aspects of ambits that are geographically far
apart.
In the branching territory that was for centuries under
control by the Serenissima, the site includes the most
representative portions of the Stato di Mare (Croatia,
Montenegro) and the Stato di Terra (Italy), both of
which faced onto the Adriatic Sea, the epicentre of
the vast dominion and historically known as the Golfo
di Venezia. Here, there are 15 exceptional examples
of fortified cities, forts, fortress cities and defence
systems, conceived based on the role that each one
would carry out within the overall system. The function
and morphology and the environmental context of
each component have determined a rich typological
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CRITERION II
The property is an outstanding example of the
continuous interchange of values that occurred
between the Republic of Venice and the geo-cultural
areas with which it dealt from the 1400s to the 1600s.
This interaction between cultures took shape as the
Serenissima asserted itself as a commercial power
poised between East and West and took on European
proportions when the great Empires menaced the
border of the Republic to such an extent that a general
review of its overseas fortifications (Stato di Mare) and
mainland fortifications (Stato di Terra) could no longer
be delayed.
In today’s international macrocosm, stretching from
northern Italy to the Adriatic coast of the Balkans,
we can clearly perceive the different strands of a
cultural web that found an extraordinary synthesis in
the Republic of Venice’s widely distributed defence
works and the quality of their construction. Moreover,
the many channels used to spread Venetian military
culture concurred to define the supralocal value of alla
moderna fortifications: the central hubs of a defensive
project of European scope.
CRITERION III
This property is exceptional testimony to the military
culture that developed in the Republic of Venice
as part of a ‘global’ defensive programme – now of
European scope – that affected its vast dominions in
early modern era. This colossal operation left a number
of traces that are all interconnected; military and civil
architecture, urban and territorial projects, decorative
art and series of documents are the distinctive features
of the defensive project and contribute, when taken
as a whole, to defining the extraordinary value of alla

moderna Venetian military tradition.
Thanks to the selection of 15 prime examples, the
property demonstrates the extent to which the art
of fortification was a layering of knowledge for the
Republic of Venice from the 15th to the 17th centuries,
when it defended itself vigorously by land and sea to
protect its role as an intercontinental trading power.
Managing to overcome the economic difficulties
inherent in these colossal fortification operations and
adapting to constant geopolitical changes along its
borders, Venezia concentrated its most ambitious
construction projects in the Stato di Terra (north-eastern
Italy), menaced by the expansionist ambitions of
European empires, and the Stato di Mare (the east coast
of the Adriatic) where Turkish incursions repeatedly
attempted to rob Venice of its trade domination over
the Adriatic Sea, which was recognised by these same
enemies with the term Gûn al-banâdiqÎn. In these two
geographic areas, the Venetian works of defence and
the historical records concerning them demonstrate the
political foresight and unique nature of this operation,
which was extraordinary from a design, administrative,
executive and technological point of view.
CRITERION IV
The property is an exceptional example of a network of
alla moderna fortified works (a bastioned system) built
by the Republic of Venice in line with the innovative
techniques introduced with the growing use of
firearms (artillery) following the widespread adoption
of gunpowder.

components, is a unique example of a system of alla
moderna military architecture.

c) Integrity
The series proposed fully satisfies all conditions for
integrity; the 15 components represent the points of
a geographically integral defence line, which extends
between the sea and land and clearly shows the same
logic with which it was built four centuries ago by the
Republic of Venice.
The representation of the entire defence project is just
as complete, from the three phases of development
between the 15th and 17th centuries, from the
management models, the motivation behind the
design of the individual works.
The attributes chosen guarantee full representation of
the tools that connect the works with each other and
with the capital city Venice.
The typological variety of the chosen components
recalls the original function of the individual elements
which, thanks to their extraordinary design and
construction quality, maintained a military vocation for
a long time.
Extraordinary visual integrity distinguishes the 15
selected components which emerge from the lagoon,
coastal, lake and plains landscapes, like catalysing
reference points; a precise and homogeneous
architectural language, which can be unequivocally
ascribed to the Serenissima’s “modern” military
architecture, unites the components and highlights the
“system” idea.

As regards this aspect, the Republic of Venice gradually
gained logistical ability and technical know-how,
becoming the leading figure in what was a true ‘military
revolution’ (HALE, 2013) which led to significant and
definitive changes: the pioneering construction criteria
and new construction site practices tested in the
territories of the Republic met the need for modern
combat strategies that shifted from an offensive to a
defensive orientation, preferring prolonged sieges to
attacks, which had now become obsolete practices.

The perimeters of the nominated properties and
the buffer zones were traced bearing in mind the
protection measures that were already active in order
to guarantee the preservation of the attributes and the
integrity of the site; a goal that is also dealt with in the
transnational management plan.

The 15 fortified components presented here represent
this enormous change, which began in the 15th
century and continued until the 17th century. Each
one, with its particular characteristics, contributes to
defining the enormous variety inherent in the Venetian
fortified network that, thanks to this very diversity of

The Venetian Works of Defence built by the Republic of
Venice between 15th and 17th centuries are supported
by an exceptional documentary, bibliographical and
iconographical wealth that shows its entire life cycle,
from its origins to the present day. A large amount of
scientific and technical analyses on the theme of alla
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d) Authenticity
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moderna international military architecture agree
on the authenticity of the site and, more generally
speaking, on the military culture of the Serenissima,
considered a global leader in the matter.
The extraordinary correspondence between the
documentary sources (indirect sources) and the
fortified works that are still in situ (direct sources)
confirm the authenticity of each individual component,
of the context in which it is found, of the role carried
out within the system and all the attributes that make
up the site’s universal value.
Each component of the series has been illustrated in
great detail by historical drawings and meticulous
descriptions that increase our knowledge on
construction techniques, on the materials, on the
identity of the designers. Seen all together, 16th-17th
century perspectives reconstruct the contexts behind
the 15 components, focussing on the relationship
between the fortifications, the construction fabric and
the extra-urban landscape.
Moreover, numerous recent censuses are the
foundation of the interventions to preserve the site,
maintaining the conditions of authenticity of the
individual components and the system overall.

e) Protection and management
As transnational serial property, The Venetian Works
of Defence between 15th and 17th centuries affects
the jurisdiction of three countries and their respective
national and local laws. As we are dealing with a cultural
site, these laws mainly regard the protection of cultural
property. Nonetheless, all laws protecting the natural
sites that cross or are adjacent to the components also
contribute to protecting the value of the components
themselves.
The juridical outline that can be applied to the three
countries shows a number of pertinent regulations,
on various levels, regarding the protection of the site.
These measures have been examined transversally
in order to try and identify any common aspects
that will allow for the creation of a specific legal
architecture for the integral protection of the site,
in compliance with UNESCO requirements. The
countries involved have a number of regulations that
aim to regulate the various aspects of protecting the
proposed property, starting with legislation regarding
tangible heritage. At national level the protection of
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the property is guaranteed in any State party by the
existence of a specific body of legislation devoted to
the protection of cultural heritage. Each of these legal
protection measures is consistent with the principles of
international protection expressed in Conventions and
Recommendations, and find specific implementing
arrangements in each State.
Management of the nominated property is summarized
in the Memorandum of Understanding signed by the
three State Parties. It packs a management arrangement
of nominated property and has been developed by the
competent authorities of the three States Parties of
Italy, Croatia and Montenegro. The management for
the nominated property is therefore presented over
all the three levels (international- national- regional
/ local), and establishes additional structures and
rules to ensure an effective, transversal coordination
between the States Parties on the one hand, and
between regional entities and other stakeholders on
the other. In order to coordinate management of the
transnational serial property on an operational level
an International Coordination Group is established.
Coordination Group implements and updates regularly
the international Management Plan. In addiction at the
local level each component possesses qualified staff to
manage the property, generally pertaining to public
administration

9. Name and contact information of
official local institution/agency
Ministero dei Beni e delle Attività Culturali e del Turismo, Italia
Ministry of Culture Heritage and Tourism, Italy
Via del Collegio Romano, 27 00186 Roma
Tel. +39 06.6723.2980
Fax. +39 06.6723.2990
e-mail: sg@beniculturali.it
website: http://www.beniculturali.it/mibac/
Ministarstvo Kulture Republike Hrvatske
Ministry of Culture, Croatia
Runjaninova 2, 10000 Zagreb
Tel.: +385 148 666 15
Fax: +385 148 666 80
e-mail: berislav.sipus@min-kulture.hr
website: http://www.min-kulture.hr/
Ministarstvo culture, Crne Gore
Ministry of Culture, Montenegro
Njegoševa str. 81250 Cetinje
Tel: + 382 41 232 599
Fax: + 382 41 232 540
e-mail: marija.raznatovic@mku.gov.me
website: www.mku.gov.me
Uffiicio UNESCO di Bergamo
UNESCO Office of Bergamo
Piazza Giacomo Mateotti,27,24100 Bergamo
Tel: + 39035399965
e-mail: bergamo_sito_unesco@comune.bg.it
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